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Voltia Launches the Maxi, Custom Designed Zero Emission Urban Delivery Van
With 2x more cargo space Maxi reduces trips, combatting air pollution and climate change
Den Bosch, NL – Today, for the first time ever, to a crowd of thousands at the Ecomobiel sustainable mobility trade
show, electric mobility company Voltia will officially unveil its latest product, the Maxi. The Maxi is a revolutionary
new all electric 2,2 ton urban delivery van designed to make it possible to deliver more goods with fewer trips and
zero emissions.
The new vehicle will form part of Voltia’s pioneering commercial electric vehicle as-a-service business model. Voltia
provides customers with analysis of their routes, advising, an electric vehicle deployment plan, the best commercial
electric vehicles available, and a complete service package tailored to their specific business needs. Voltia retains
ownership of the vans and leases them to clients as part of the service, thereby overcoming the largest barrier to
electric vehicle deployment, namely their high purchase price.
“The transport sector is a significant source of urban CO2 emissions, and, with the rise of e-commerce, the challenge
is growing,” said Voltia Benelux Regional Manager Manolo de la Fuente. “According to the research firm CE Delft,
30% of the Netherland’s transport related emissions comes from city logistics. We are pleased today to introduce the
Maxi, to tackle those problems by providing delivery companies a new, customized tool they can realistically use to
achieve their business goals in a sustainable manner.”
The Maxi is an evolution of the Nissan eNV200, engineered for maximum cargo space and operating in an urban
environment. It features an extended rear chassis and a cabin capable of holding three Euro pallets, 600 kg and 8 cubic
meters of cargo (double competitors in its class). It can drive up to 140 kilometers on a single charge. Thanks to a very
reasonable price, interest in the Maxi has been very high since it was initially announced and it has undergone
rigorous testing and refinement.
The Maxi will premiere at logistics sector events in each of Voltia’s operational regions (Benelux, DACH, and Central
and Eastern Europe) during October and November, where it can be seen and tested:
Ecomobiel, Den Bosch, NL - Oct 4
Niederösterreisches Logistik Tag, Vienna, AT - Oct 6
Schumbeta Forum, Vienna, AT - Oct 21
Future City Logistics 4.0, Vienna, AT - Oct 29
Speedchain, Prague, CZ - Nov 3-4
SlovLog, Bratislava, SK - Nov 24
(This list is subject to change. To confirm the Maxi’s presence please contact aaron.fishbone@voltia.com)
###
Voltia is the flagship company of the Voltia Group, an international consortium of companies motivated by the desire
to end our dependence on oil and provide cleaner mobility solutions for people and business. With its pioneering
electric vehicle as-a-service model Voltia provides expert advising and customized deployment of electric vehicles
into logistics and delivery fleets in a smooth, cost effective, and risk free manner, helping companies overcome the
largest barriers to fleet electrification.
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